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ABSTRACT

Paillard, T, Noe, F, Bernard, N, Dupui, P, and Hazard, C. Effects

of Two Types of Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation Training

on Vertical Jump Performance. J Strength Cond Res 22: 1273–

1278, 2008—This study examined the effects of different types

of neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) programs on

vertical jump performance. Twenty seven healthy trained male

students in sports-sciences were recruited and randomized into

three groups. The control group (C group, n = 8) did not

perform NMES training. Two other groups underwent 3 training

sessions a week over 5 weeks on the quadriceps femoris

muscle [F group (n = 9): stimulation with an 80 Hz current for

15 min for improving muscle strength; E group (n = 10):

stimulation with a 25 Hz current for 60 min for improving muscle

endurance]. The height of the vertical jump was measured

before NMES training (test 1), one week (test 2) and five weeks

(test 3) after the end of the programs. The results showed that

the height of the vertical jump significantly increased in both the

F and E groups between tests 1 and 2 (5 cm and 3 cm

respectively). Results of test 3 showed that both groups

preserved their gains. A NMES training program destined to

improve muscle endurance does not interfere on vertical jump

performance. It can even durably enhance it in the same way as

a NMES training program destined to improve muscle strength.

Thus, to improve muscle endurance without deteriorating

muscle power, sportsmen can use electrical stimulation.
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INTRODUCTION

M
any studies have shown that the voluntary
maximal strength of the lower limbs can
increase after only three to five weeks (from
two to five sessions a week) of training by

neuromuscular electrical stimulation (NMES) in healthy
subjects (2,5,17,21,24,25,26,29) and sportsmen (19,20). More-
over, many parameters can modulate this strength improve-
ment, such as the number of NMES sessions (24), the
different waveforms of the current (2,16,30), the stimulation
frequency (14,15) or the current intensity (26). Nevertheless,
after NMES training enhancements can be observed in
muscle strength while decreasing performance in a complex
movement like a vertical jump (6). Performing a vertical jump
requires the activation of synergic muscles which cannot be
simultaneously stimulated by NMES (22). Conversely to
NMES, training with programs using voluntary movements
improve inter-muscular coordination (22). Thus, the im-
provement of performance in a complex movement requires
the enhancement of both the muscle strength and the motor
control (3). Another major difference between NMES and
complex sports movements is linked to the muscle action,
since NMES is applied under isometric conditions whereas
sports movements are mainly dynamic. Hence, NMES does
not fit the specificity required for the completion of sports
movements. Therefore, to be in line with this specificity,
many authors have proposed training programs where
NMES is combined with voluntary sport training (18,19,
20,31). While evaluating the effects of these programs, these
authors showed that the combination of NMES and sport
training enhanced the vertical jump performance. However,
no studies have been conducted to compare the effects of
different types of NMES training programs on vertical jump
when NMES was combined with sport training.
It is widely accepted that reaching the maximal effects on

muscle contractility is achieved with a high frequency (50 to
120 Hz) during a short duration of stimulation and a long rest
period (11,15). Hence, the question arises as to whether
different frequencies (high and low) and different durations of
stimulation and different rest periods can differently influence
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vertical jump performance when ES training is combined

with sport training.
This is why the aim of the present study was to compare the

effects of two different NMES training programs combined

with sport training on the vertical jump performance. One

training program was characterized by a high frequency,

a short duration of stimulation and a long rest period and the

other by a low frequency, a long duration of stimulation and
a short rest period. The first was a typical force NMES
training program for improving muscle strength and the
second was a typical endurance NMES training program for
improving muscle endurance.

METHODS

Experimental Approach to the Problem

Twenty-seven volunteer male students in sport sciences, aged
from 18 to 33 years old voluntarily participated in the
experiment. They were randomized into 3 groups. Group F
(n = 9) was stimulated (quadriceps femoris) with an 80 Hz
current for 15 min for improving muscle strength, group E
(n = 10) was stimulated (quadriceps femoris) with a 25 Hz
current for 60min for improvingmuscle endurance and group
C (n = 8) was the control group (it did not perform
neuromuscular electrical stimulation training). The height of
the vertical jump was measured before neuromuscular
electrical stimulation training (test 1), one week (test 2) and
five weeks (test 3) after the end of the programs.

Subjects

The subjects’ morphological characteristics (Table 1) showed
no differences between the 3 groups (one-factor ANOVA).
None of them had stopped practicing of sport during the six
months prior to the study because of muscular/osteoarticular
injury or any other reason. The subjects had not any previous
experience of electrically evoked contractions. The experi-
ment was conducted in the middle of academic year. All
procedures were approved by the Local Medical Ethics
Committee of our institution, and written consent from each
subject was obtained as required.

Training

The subjects were randomized into 3 groups. The C group
(n = 8) was the control group and did not perform NMES
training. The two other groups (Fand E groups) followed two
different NMES training programs, composed of 3 NMES
sessions a week over 5 weeks. NMES programs were
performed with a portable stimulator delivering a maximal
current intensity of 120 mA (CEFARTM MYO 4�, Sweden).
The F group (n = 9) underwent a typical force NMES
training program (‘‘force max 3’’ program of the stimulator)
and the E group (n = 10) underwent a typical endurance
NMES training program (‘‘endurance 3’’ program of the
stimulator). These programs included 3 periods: warm-up
(10 mA, 5 Hz, 5 min), work-out (‘‘force max 3’’: 15 min;
‘‘endurance 3’’: 60 min) and recovery (10 mA, 5 Hz, 15 min).
Biphasic symmetrical rectangular-wave (450 microseconds)
pulsed currents were used (ramp-up: 1.8 s; ramp down:
1.2 s). With the ‘‘force max 3’’ program, steady tetanic
stimulations of 6 s (80 Hz current) were followed by pauses
of 18 s during the work-out period, whereas 10 s steady
tetanic stimulation (25 Hz current) were followed by pauses
of 6 s with the ‘‘endurance 3’’ program. The intensity
maximally tolerated by the subjects was delivered at each
session (adjusted throughout the session) according to their
pain threshold. The quadriceps muscles of both legs were
stimulated with the subjects seated on a chair with a 90�
knee flexion and a 110� hip flexion. Four self-adhesive con-
ducting rectangular electrodes (Stimrode,� 50 3 89 mm,
Sweden) were placed over each quadriceps. The two
proximal electrodes were placed over the proximal part of
the vastus medialis and vastus lateralis. The two distal
electrodes were placed over the distal part of these muscles.
All the subjects of the three groups continued their usual
physical activity (also their usual diet) throughout the whole
duration of the experience.

Testing

The vertical jump performance was tested on three
occasions. The first (test 1) took place three days before
the beginning of the training programs, the second and third
(test 2 and test 3) took place one week and five weeks after
the end of the training programs respectively. Test 2 allowed

TABLE 1. Comparison of the subjects’ anthropometric characteristics between the 3 groups (one-factor ANOVA). None
of the inter-group comparisons was significant (p , 0.05).

Group F (n = 9) Group E (n = 10) Group C (n = 8) Statistics p

Height (cm) 179.7 6 7.5 176.6 6 8.7 177.5 6 5.1 NS
Body mass (kg) 70.6 6 6.8 70.7 6 9.3 73.6 6 8.1 NS
Circumference of left thigh (cm) 47.8 6 3.6 48.2 6 3.4 48.6 6 2.8 NS
Circumference of right thigh (cm) 48.2 6 3.2 48.9 6 3.3 47.8 6 2.3 NS
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evaluation of the adaptations induced by the NMES training
and test 3 allowed the durability of these potential
adaptations to be measured. During the NMES training
and after the last session of NMES between test 2 and test 3,
no subjects (three groups) was subjected to resistive training
sessions to develop neuromuscular abilities (e.g. strength,
power, speed). Before starting the evaluation sessions, the
subjects performed a standard warm-up for 15 minutes on an
ergocycle.

Vertical jump

The subjects performed vertical jumps (squat jumps) with the
hands on the hips to minimize the contribution of the upper
limbs. Vertical jumps started from a static semi-squatting
position (90� knee flexion: to respect the specificity of the
training position) which had to be maintained for 1 s before
the jump. No counter-movement was allowed. The subjects
performed six jumps, each jump being separated by a 10 s
rest. The height of the jump was measured by a displacement
sensor (Potentiometer DT/DT 420, PM Instrumentation,TM

France; 200 Hz sampling frequency), which was attached to
the subjects’ waist, via a rigid belt. This height corresponds
(see high part of Figure 1) to the difference between the
height achieved on the way up (higher dotted line) and peak
flat-footed standing height (lower dotted line). An in-
stantaneous analysis of the curve on a micro-computer
screen showed if the vertical jump was valid or not. A non-
valid squat jump showed a slight counter-movement jump
(starting from a standing position, squatting down and then
extending the knee in a continuous movement). Figure 1
presents a valid and a non-valid squat jump. The best
performance among the 6 trials was retained.

Statistical Analyses

The effects of each program were analyzed with a two-factor
ANOVA (Analysis of Variance). The analysis studied the
effects of the group factor (2 levels), the test factor (3 levels
with repeated measures) and the interaction of the 2 factors
(group*test interaction). When significant treatment effects
occurred, Newman-Keuls post hoc analyses were used to test

Figure 1. Graphic illustration of recordings showing representative trials of a valid and a non-valid vertical jump. For the non-valid jump, the circle illustrates a slight
counter movement before the extension of the legs.
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differences among means. The p value defined as significant
was p # 0.05.

RESULTS

Initially the vertical jump performance of the 3 groups was not
significantly different (test 1). For all training sessions, the
average intensity of the current was 60.86 19.2 mA for group
F and 67.66 18.7 mA for group E. The difference of intensity
between the two groups was not significant.
Figure 2 presents the results in vertical jump (mean

values6 SD). Both the F and E groups significantly improved
their vertical jump height between tests 1 and 2 (p , 0004;
p , 0.009, respectively). For both groups F and E, vertical
jump performances measured in test 3 were significantly
better than those initially obtained in test 1 (p , 0.001;
p , 0.001, respectively).
The performances were not significantly different between

tests 2 and 3 for the three groups. The performances were not
significantly different between tests 1 and 2 for group C.
Nevertheless, its performance in vertical jump was signifi-
cantly decreased between tests 1 and 3 (p, 0.007). At last, no
group*test interaction (test 1 versus test 2; test 1 versus test 3;
test 2 versus test 3) was significant.

DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to assess whether different NMES
training programs could generate different effects on vertical
jump performance. At the end of the programs, the subjects
who were subjected to NMES programs (F and E groups)
increased the height of the vertical jump.

According to Bosco et al. (4), the vertical jump assesses the
muscular power of the subjects. As groups F and E increased
their vertical jump height, one can consider that training with
NMES led to an improvement of muscular power. Power
being the product of force and velocity, our results could
illustrate either an increase of the velocity parameter or an
improvement of the force parameter. Maffiuletti et al. (18)
observed a concomitant increase of the muscle strength
and the height of the vertical jump. Thus, an increase of
the muscle strength can induce an enhancement of the
vertical jump performance. These authors explained this
phenomenon by a possible greater number of motor units
recruited after the NMES programs.
Nevertheless, we cannot exclude that the training programs

performed in the present study induced an increase of the
velocity parameter and thus, a faster muscle action. Indeed,
with electrically evoked contractions, the mechanisms of
muscle activation differ from those encountered with
voluntary contraction. NMES causes an artificial synchroni-
zation of motor unit firing (9) which in, voluntary muscle
action is non-synchronous. NMES training could induce
a better synchronization of motor units firing during
a voluntary movement (27).
Moreover, with voluntary muscle action, the order of

motor unit recruitment goes from small motor units to large
ones, in relation to the intensity of the stimulation - e.g. a sub-
maximal voluntary muscular contraction recruits only small
motor units (12)-. With NMES, large motor units are
recruited before small motor units independently of the
intensity of the current (28) even though this phenomenon
may depend on the size and the morphological organization
of the axonal branches located in the stimulation field (10).
With healthy muscle, NMES tends to reverse the order of
motor unit recruitment observed with voluntary contraction
(7,13) and preferentially stimulates fast-twitch muscles with
a larger fiber area. Hence, one can legitimately think that
training programs with NMES could also lead to a better
synchronization during muscle action especially in fast-
twitch fibers, thus enhancing muscular power. Our results
therefore suggest that training with NMES enables the
development of specific neuromuscular adaptations trans-
ferable to a complex movement like a vertical jump when
being combined with sport practice involving voluntary
muscle actions.
Our findings also showed that the improvement in vertical

jump could be maintained a long time after the last training
session when subjects continued to follow their usual physical
activity. Indeed, with both the F and E groups, the heights of
the vertical jump measured in test 3 were significantly better
than those initially measured in test 1. With basketball and
volleyball players, Maffiuletti et al. (18,19) and Malatesta et al.
(20) reported improvement in vertical jump that could be
maintained up to two weeks after the last training session
when using NMES programs which presented similarities to
the ‘‘force max 3’’ program (NMES 3 times a week for

Figure 2. Mean values (6 SD) of vertical performance (cm) for the three
groups. * indicates a significant difference (p , 0.05) between the three
different tests.
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4 weeks with 100–120 Hz currents). Our results indicate that
these improvements could be maintained longer, up to five
weeks after the end of the program, suggesting that the
combination of NMES and practicing of sport can induce
durable neuromuscular adaptations.
Moreover, different NMES programs did not induce any

specific adaptations on the vertical jump performance.
Indeed, similar improvements were obtained when using
two drastically different NMES programs: the ‘‘force max 3’’
program (high frequency, short duration of stimulation, long
rest period) was devised to improve muscle contractility
whereas the ‘‘endurance 3’’ program (low frequency, long
duration of stimulation, short rest period) was conceived to
enhance muscle endurance. Our results tend to show that
with students in sport sciences without any previous
experience of NMES, electrically evoked contractions with
a low frequency current (e.g., 25 Hz) could improve muscular
power, although tetanic fusion of fast-twitch muscle fibers is
better obtained with a 35–65 Hz frequency (8). This result
corroborates the findings of Balogun et al. (1) who showed,
also with a maximally tolerated intensity, that the different
frequencies used (i.e. 80, 45 and 20 Hz) did not change the
gain amplitude of neuromuscular performance in different
ways.
It is well known that to develop muscle contractility by

NMES training it is necessary to apply a short duration of
stimulation and a long rest period between each stimulation in
order to minimize the effects of fatigue (11,15). Sport practice
combined with a NMES program characterized by a long
duration of stimulation and a short rest period between each
stimulation could nevertheless improve their muscle con-
tractility. A NMES training program destined to improve
muscle endurance not only does not interfere with vertical
jump performance but can even durably enhance it in the
same way as a NMES training program destined to improve
muscle strength. Moreover, the training-contraction intensity
could also have influenced the results. Indeed, it is positively
correlated with strength gains (26). Hence, the lack of
difference concerning training-contraction intensity between
the two groups could explain why their neuromuscular
adaptations were similar.
Moreover, the results of the C group were somewhat

surprising since they illustrated a significant decrease in the
vertical jump performance between tests 1 and 3. This could
be due to the periodwhen our experiment was conducted, i.e.,
in the middle of academic year. Hence, one can hypothesize
that the accumulation of practicing of sport may have led to
a reduction of their muscle contractility since endurance
exercise may inhibit signaling to the protein-synthesis
machinery (23). Obviously, subjects from the F and E groups
were similarly involved in sports. Nevertheless, these subjects
did not react in the same way to the accumulation of
practicing of sport as the control subjects since they benefited
from NMES training, which even allowed them to improve
their vertical jump performance.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

The present study showed that two different NMES training
programs enhanced indifferently the vertical jump perfor-
mance in male trained subjects. A NMES training program
destined to improve muscle endurance does not interfere on
vertical jump performance. It can even durably enhance it in
the same way as a NMES training program destined to
improvemuscle strength. Thus, to improvemuscle endurance
without deteriorating muscle power, sportsmen can use
electrical stimulation.
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